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Social Media Digital Marketing & Premium Brands -  

A study on Youngster’s Perspective 

Abstract 

The primary objective of this master's thesis is to analyse the impact of digital 

marketing on consumer perception towards premium brands, from the perspective of 

youngsters. Given that the youth constitute the predominant consumer base for both premium 

brands and social media, a focused investigation into their perceptions is essential. The 

overarching goal of this study is to meticulously evaluate the multifaceted influence of digital 

marketing on consumer perceptions, specifically through brand engagement. Furthermore, the 

research places a significant emphasis on unravelling the nuanced role of content significance 

within this framework. The conceptual framework guiding this study is a composite of insights 

derived from a comprehensive review of various studies, each meticulously exploring the 

intricate interconnections among the pertinent variables. In a notable expansion, the research 

also introduced an in-depth analysis of content significance, seamlessly integrating it into the 

existing model to discern its precise position and influence within the broader conceptual 

framework. To achieve the outlined objectives, a comprehensive survey involving 262 

respondents was meticulously conducted. Additionally, a thorough social media analysis 

focused on ten specific premium fashion brands, providing a nuanced understanding of their 

online presence and engagement strategies. The findings of this extensive investigation 

robustly confirmed the existence and significance of relationships among all the variables 

under consideration. However, a noteworthy observation emerged – the selected items did not 

seamlessly align with messages driven by core values, opening avenues for future research to 

delve more deeply into the analysis of this construct and its intricate relationships with other 

variables. This nuanced exploration is crucial for refining our understanding of the dynamic 

interplay between digital marketing, brand engagement, and consumer perceptions within the 

context of premium brands, particularly among the younger demographic. 

 

Keywords: Marketing Strategy, Digital Marketing, Social Media Marketing, Premium Brands, 

Consumer Perception, Brand Engagement 
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Sociální Média Digitální marketing a prémiové značky – 

Studie o Youngsterově pohledu 

Abstrakt 

Primárním cílem této diplomové práce je analyzovat dopad digitálního marketingu na 

spotřebitelské vnímání prémiových značek z pohledu mládeže. Vzhledem k tomu, že mladí 

tvoří převládající spotřebitelskou základnu jak pro prémiové značky, tak pro sociální média, je 

nezbytné cílené zkoumání jejich vnímání. Hlavním cílem této studie je pečlivě vyhodnotit 

mnohostranný vliv digitálního marketingu na vnímání spotřebitelů, konkrétně prostřednictvím 

zapojení značky. Výzkum dále klade značný důraz na odhalení nuance role obsahové 

významnosti v tomto rámci. Koncepční rámec, kterým se tato studie řídí, je složený z poznatků 

odvozených z komplexního přehledu různých studií, z nichž každá pečlivě zkoumá složitá 

propojení mezi příslušnými proměnnými. Ve značném rozšíření výzkum také zavedl 

hloubkovou analýzu významnosti obsahu a hladce jej začlenil do stávajícího modelu, aby bylo 

možné rozpoznat jeho přesnou pozici a vliv v širším koncepčním rámci. K dosažení 

nastíněných cílů byl pečlivě proveden komplexní průzkum zahrnující 262 respondentů. 

Důkladná analýza sociálních médií se navíc zaměřila na deset konkrétních prémiových 

módních značek, které poskytly podrobné informace o jejich online přítomnosti a strategiích 

zapojení. Zjištění tohoto rozsáhlého šetření pevně potvrdila existenci a významnost vztahů 

mezi všemi uvažovanými proměnnými. Objevilo se však pozoruhodné pozorování – vybrané 

položky se hladce neshodovaly se zprávami poháněnými základními hodnotami, což otevíralo 

cesty pro budoucí výzkum, aby se hlouběji ponořil do analýzy tohoto konstruktu a jeho 

složitých vztahů s jinými proměnnými. Tento podrobný průzkum je zásadní pro upřesnění 

našeho porozumění dynamické souhře mezi digitálním marketingem, zapojením značky a 

vnímáním spotřebitelů v kontextu prémiových značek, zejména mezi mladšími 

demografickými skupinami. 

 

Klíčová slova: Marketingová strategie, Digitální marketing, Marketing na sociálních sítích, 

Prémiové značky, Vnímání spotřebitelů, Engagement značky 
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1. Introduction 

The global luxury market has experienced substantial growth, leading to the widespread 

accessibility of these coveted goods. Traditionally, premium brands employed strategies that 

exuded elegance and maintained a certain distance, enticing consumers from diverse segments 

to fantasize about their products and perceive them as exclusive. Consequently, the luxury 

sector has grappled with the challenge of balancing demand with exclusivity, as meeting 

market demands could potentially enhance sales and revenue but jeopardize the brand's 

prestigious status. (Kapferer, 2022) 

The evolving landscape has witnessed a transformation wherein luxury products are 

transitioning into essential commodities in some regions of the world. This shift adds an extra 

layer of intricacy to marketing premium brands compared to conventional ones. Furthermore, 

premium brands are often more vulnerable, relying heavily on the relationships established 

with their consumers. Given that over 75% of luxury consumers engage with social media, 

there exists a substantial opportunity for companies to leverage these platforms to forge a brand 

identity and foster a community, ultimately strengthening their relationship with consumers. 

(Dubois & Laurent, 2020) 

In this context, globalization presents both opportunities and threats. While it opens 

avenues for increased sales, there is a risk of diluting the brand's essence, particularly 

exclusivity, through mass production. The convergence of globalization and new 

communication media has ushered in two significant shifts in the market: heightened 

competition among premium brands and an expanding consumer base. Evidently, the allure of 

e-commerce has piqued the interest of luxury consumers, resulting in a 30 percent surge in 

luxury sales in 2023. (Keller, 2023) 

The distinctiveness of luxury products extends beyond their inherent characteristics; it 

encompasses the brand's personality, symbolic benefits, and the relationships fostered with 

consumers. Social media emerges as a powerful tool capable of enhancing brand loyalty, 

improving brand image, building trust, and collaboratively shaping the relationship between a 

brand and its consumers, thereby influencing purchase intentions. Scholarly articles also 

underscore the importance of aligning company identity with consumer perception, 

emphasizing the need for a well-conceptualized communication strategy. (Fournier & 

Breazeale, 2019)  
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As consumers of premium brands increasingly engage on social media, these platforms 

have become pivotal in boosting brand awareness and connecting with customers. 

Consequently, numerous premium brands swiftly embraced social media, crafting digital 

marketing strategies whose efficacy was measured by their ability to enhance impact. Research 

delineates three distinct strategies adopted by premium brands: firstly, some leverage the 

concept of virtual rarity by introducing limited editions; secondly, they often elevate a 

particular product to iconic status, making it their paragon of excellence; thirdly, many brands 

weave a legendary narrative around the brand, often drawing inspiration from the founders. 

(Vries & Timmermans,2018) 

The premium brands are advised to concentrate on abstract thinking and messages rooted 

in values to enhance consumer interaction, as opposed to relying on feature-driven messages. 

Additional studies emphasize the importance of directing communicative efforts towards 

increased customization and word of mouth (WOM). Although the like and share buttons offer 

ample opportunities for two-way communication, they also expose brands to potential risks. 

Recognizing consumers' perceptions is crucial, as it forms the basis of their purchase intentions. 

Social media has shifted the power to shape brand image from marketers to consumers, 

transforming them into well-informed and discerning individuals. (Luca & Moroz, 2018) 

Among younger consumers, who exhibit higher brand loyalty and risk aversion, social 

media wield significant influence, driven by peer interactions. Despite some authors arguing 

that young consumers' relationships with premium brands are more rational than emotional, 

this contradicts the primary motivation behind luxury consumption status seeking and the 

emotional triggers employed by premium brands through storytelling techniques. While most 

studies in this domain have relied on qualitative approaches, this study uniquely allows for a 

quantitative analysis context. Furthermore, it introduces the variable of content significance, 

inspired by previous research, to the three commonly studied variables. (Park & Kim, 2023) 

Despite assertions in other studies regarding cultural differences, the results indicate 

consistent links between variables, even in an Asian context. Therefore, manipulating one 

variable is likely to yield similar reactions across different regions. Although feature-driven 

messages moderate the link between digital marketing and consumer perception, this study 

suggests that managers need not entirely eschew such messages, contrary to previous scholarly 

recommendations. Instead, attention should be directed towards understanding the platform 

and its cultural nuances during communication efforts. (Chen et al., 2018) 
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2. Objectives and Methodology 

2.1 Objectives 

The primary objective of this study is to analyse the impact of digital marketing on 

consumer perception towards premium brands, from the perspective of youngsters. The 

secondary objective of this study is to evaluate the brand engagement on social media for 

premium brands and to assess the effectiveness of value-driven message as well as feature-

driven message on consumer mindset. 

2.2 Research Question 

This research aims at answering the following question: What is youngsters’ perception 

towards digital marketing by premium brands?  

2.3 Research Significance 

The existing literature has predominantly examined marketing strategies contributing to 

heightened sales, yet insufficient attention has been given to understanding consumer 

perceptions in the context of consumer empowerment. Scholarly articles propose that research 

should delineate the influence of digital marketing on consumer perceptions through widely 

used social media platforms. Therefore, this study aims to investigate the sentiments of young 

individuals, born between 1995 and 2005, as premium brands employ diverse marketing 

strategies on social media. Marketing managers seek to capture the attention of young 

consumers, aspiring to establish their brand as a point of reference in purchasing decisions.  

This study seeks to examine ten premium fashion brands across two popular social media 

channels: YouTube and Instagram.  Additionally, given that youngsters are avid consumers of 

social media, they emerge as a pivotal segment in the luxury market for two reasons: firstly, 

they are allocating an increasing budget for luxury items in their mental accounting, and 

secondly, brands hold significant sway in their product selection process. The most crucial 

insight from this research will be that describe the effects of feature-driven and value-driven 

messages on the interaction between a premium brand and its consumers. The research aims at 

testing the link between digital marketing, the brand engagement, the perception towards the 

brand and the content significance. 
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2.4 Research Hypothesis 

➢ H1: There is a significant relation between digital marketing and brand engagement. 

➢ H2: There is a significant influence of brand engagement on consumer perception 

towards a premium brand. 

➢ H3: There is a significant relation between digital marketing and consumer perception. 

2.5 Methodology 

The research design for this study employs the exploratory approach, focusing on the 

understanding the current state of reality causal relationships between the influence of social 

media on young individuals' perceptions and relationships with premium brands. Data 

collection involves both an online survey and social media research to gather quantitative data 

for testing causal effects. The survey, conducted on popular social media platforms, targets 

online consumers subjected to digital marketing. The sample comprises youngsters in India, 

born between 1995 and 2005, with a focus on their perceptions of luxury goods. Ten brands 

were selected for social media research, and the analysis includes content significance and 

consumer comments. The study involves 262 respondents randomly selected for the nuanced 

exploration. For the online questionnaire, measures and scales are standardized, using a Likert-

scale for survey questions. The analysis methods include descriptive analysis, factorial 

analysis, Cronbach's Alpha for reliability, and regressions to test hypotheses, all conducted 

using the SPSS software. The research's credibility is ensured through reliability and validity 

assessments, with a meticulous approach to survey design, translation, and testing. 
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3. Literature Review 

3.1 Premium Brands 

The term "luxury" finds its roots in the Latin word luxus, signifying extravagance and 

indulgence. This concept has woven itself into the fabric of history. Initially, the privileged 

class exclusively indulged in luxury items, utilizing substantial expenditures to showcase their 

social standing. Over time, luxury expanded beyond aristocracy, encompassing goods and 

services like automobiles, air travel, and cutting-edge technologies, which were initially 

accessible only to affluent early adopters. The evolution of luxury unfolded as traditional 

craftsmanship transitioned into industrial processes, and small family enterprises burgeoned 

into influential multinational corporations. (Dubois & Laurent, 2015) 

 

Figure 1 - Luxury Evolution 

 

Source - Volvo Report, 2020 
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Furthermore, the evolution extended beyond mere creative and aesthetic designs to 

products heavily driven by brand identity. As the economic significance of the luxury segment 

solidified, defining a premium brand, and pinpointing its key characteristics became 

imperative. Despite the prevalence of varied definitions, there is no unanimous consensus on 

what constitutes a premium brand. Adam Smith, for instance, classified goods into four 

categories: necessary, basic, affluence, and luxury. According to this categorization, luxury 

goods are those that are scarce, hard to obtain, and/or exceedingly expensive. (Kapferer, 2023) 

While this definition was pertinent in its time, it no longer universally applies to all 

luxury products due to the transformation of premium brands. Earlier studies characterized 

premium brands by their superior quality and aesthetically pleasing designs. However, this 

characterization doesn't consistently hold, as premium brands often prioritize traditional 

production techniques. Some authors define luxury as reaching a superlative status, excelling 

in every aspect. From the consumer's standpoint, luxury products are those fulfilling both 

psychological and functional needs, a definition widely accepted in the literature. (Dubois & 

Duquenne, 2019) 

Figure 2 - Luxury Products 

 

Source - Deloitte Report, 2020 
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The absence of a clear demarcation between luxury and normal goods is a point of 

contention, leading to the proposition of a continuum with varying degrees of luxury. This 

continuum comprises three levels: accessible, intermediary, and inaccessible luxury. During 

these discussions, the authors draw distinctions between premium and premium luxury, 

categorizing premium brands into submarkets such as hyper luxe, true luxury, or ultra-

premium. Defining the concept of a premium brand poses a challenging endeavour due to its 

inherently subjective nature. (Vigneron & Johnson, 2020) 

The term "luxury" appears to be contingent on factors such as the context of 

consumption, making it a relative and dynamic construct. Additionally, scholarly research 

suggests that the perception of luxury is influenced by individual experiences, the consumer's 

economic standing, and prevailing cultural norms. For instance, an item considered a necessity 

in one region might be deemed a luxury in another, underscoring the role of economic means 

in shaping this concept. Generational and cultural factors further contribute to the fluidity of 

the luxury concept, evolving from a predominantly functional definition in the 19th century to 

a contemporary emphasis on symbolism. (Kapferer et al., 2020) 

Despite the absence of a unanimous definition, there is a discernible homogeneity in the 

consumer experience, leading researchers to identify five pivotal attributes associated with 

premium brands: price, quality, aesthetic appeal, inspiration, and rarity. Primarily, premium 

brands aim to instil a sense of price insensitivity in consumers, transcending mere quantitative 

evaluations. Some scholars argue that luxury is qualitative, with pricing considerations 

encompassing intangible assets like brand history and prestige. While the display of prices was 

once a taboo in the industry, it is now deemed essential for e-commerce and to engage middle-

class consumers. (Dubois & Laurent, 2014) 

Quality is another criterion integral to the luxury narrative, although the industry is 

redefining it to embrace authenticity, even if it means acknowledging imperfections. The 

aesthetic appeal of a product assumes paramount importance, distinguishing premium brands 

through creativity. Beyond material aspects, luxury is portrayed as a narrative, conveying a 

story that transcends the physical product. Some studies delve into deeper classifications, 

positioning luxury as both a philosophy and an identity. The alignment of a company's identity 

with a consumer's perception becomes crucial, emphasizing the need for a well-conceptualized 

communication strategy. (Dubois & Paternault, 2023)  
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Consumers are drawn to premium brands due to the perceived uniqueness or rarity, 

enhancing their allure. Recent studies propose guidelines for establishing a robust premium 

brand positioning. These guidelines advise against direct comparisons with competitors, 

emphasizing the brand's uniqueness. They also recommend maintaining an air of exclusivity 

by resisting high demand and strategically managing the acquisition process to heighten 

consumer desire. However, these principles may be considered outdated in the present 

landscape, given the industry's transformation. (Kapferer et al., 2021) 

The once unattainable dream of luxury has evolved into a segment that is now accessible, 

ubiquitous, and in vogue. The escalating desire for premium products and the ensuing rivalry 

among premium brands have been set in motion by various macro-environmental factors. As 

per scholarly publications, the market is influenced by three distinct trends: cultural, social, 

and external. Initially, cultural shifts, exemplified by globalization, create fresh avenues for 

development, melding the consumer base into a multicultural segment with increasingly 

synchronized thoughts. (Dubois & Petkovic, 2023) 

Secondly, cultural, and social trends lead to the democratization of luxury, commonly 

referred to as "masstige." Emerging brands have entered the market, distinguishing themselves 

with extravagant features and more budget-friendly prices. Modern premium brands prioritize 

their desirability, prominently displaying logos and employing assertive marketing strategies. 

Swarovski and Coach are illustrative examples of typical masstige brands. The advent of new 

premium brands, offering goods at moderate prices coupled with an uptick in average wages, 

has facilitated greater access to luxury products, particularly among the younger generation. 

(Zein & Namin, 2022) 

Thirdly, external factors, including the development of new technologies such as the 

Internet and new communication media, have also catalysed this transformative process. The 

Internet has not only opened new markets through e-commerce but has also given consumers 

a platform to share information and influence one another. Additionally, social media platforms 

have shortened brands’ lifecycles, prompting premium brands to explore innovative strategies 

for differentiation. Mass media attention is also recognized by other authors as a catalyst for 

evolution. (Chen & Kim, 2022) 
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One emerging trend related to globalization and influence of social media is the emphasis 

on ecology and sustainability, either implemented by brands or demanded by consumers. 

Following viral scandals about working conditions shared on social media, consumers have 

become more sceptical and demanding of companies’ policies. The luxury consumer base is 

increasingly drawn to second-hand products to minimize their ecological impact. The surge in 

second-hand luxury consumption is rationalized by the enduring attributes of many luxury 

products, fostering a sense of uniqueness and nostalgia. (Chabrol & Tergny, 2021) 

Ethical considerations are influencing the luxury market, prompting brands to cease the 

use of real fur or opt for natural pearls over cultured ones. These ethical practices are viewed 

as opportunities for premium brands to enhance their image and foster consumer loyalty 

through increased transparency. The burgeoning attention on the luxury sector is not solely 

attributed to sales growth. According to several studies, the luxury market has doubled over 

the past decade, increasing from 55 billion euros in 2010 to 105 billion euros in 2020. During 

the economic downturn in 2013, there was only a ten percent global reduction in sales. (He & 

Wang, 2022) 

Surprisingly, certain premium brands even saw an increase in sales during the crisis, as 

they were perceived as a safe investment. For instance, Louis Vuitton experienced a 21% 

growth in sales. Post-crisis, this upward trend persisted, reaching 1 trillion euros by 2022. In 

terms of online consumption, sales reached 11.8 billion euros in 2023, constituting 

approximately 7% of global sales. Recent studies highlight that luxury products are no longer 

considered rare; for example, Rolex is estimated to sell over a million watches annually. The 

consumer base has also expanded, tripling over the past two decades to reach 350 million 

consumers in 2022, with a potential increase to 485 million by 2025. (Dubois et al., 2023) 

Marketers and researchers are now directing their focus towards the East, particularly 

with the rise of BRIC economies, especially in the Middle East, India, and China. India presents 

a significant opportunity for premium brands due to a remarkable growth in average income. 

China has emerged as a major driver of global luxury sales growth, especially among younger 

consumers. Nevertheless, the primary markets for luxury goods still reside in the USA, Europe, 

and Japan. Despite the impressive sales figures, the industry is dominated by a relatively small 

number of companies. Most premium brands originated in Europe, and their country of origin 

is typically common knowledge as it is deeply ingrained in their identity. (Aaker & Xu, 2021)  
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Moreover, certain countries are renowned for specific luxury product categories, with 

France, Italy, and England associated with fashion, Germany and Italy with cars, and India with 

watches. France, being the birthplace of premium brands, commands 38% of the total market 

share. French premium brands have a global influence, often representing traditional family-

owned businesses, while Italian premium brands have successfully infused an innovative spirit 

into the sector. The fashion industry stands out as the most promising sector for premium 

brands. The revenue-based ranking suggests that Louis Vuitton and Hermès are quintessential 

premium brands. (Kapferer & Dubois, 2022) 

These brands are now part of major conglomerates like LVMH, Richemont, or Gucci, 

with seven such entities holding 80% of the luxury market. Today, luxury products are 

increasingly becoming mainstream due to extensive marketing techniques. With advancements 

in technology, the primary challenge for premium brands lies in striking a balance between the 

loss of uniqueness and brand dilution while simultaneously boosting sales. The literature 

recommends using the term "virtual rarity," acknowledging that many premium brands have 

transitioned into mass production systems, making consumers perceive exclusivity. (Pun & 

Robertson, 2020) 

 

Figure 3 - Premium Brands Socials 

 

Source - G & Co Report, 2022 
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As premium brands offer an experiential aspect, online sales may not convey the same 

meaning and message. Research has identified various approaches to uphold the symbolic 

essence of luxury. One key strategy involves meticulous selection of distribution channels. In 

this regard, brand stores should exude an aura of prestige and uniqueness. Additionally, 

instilling motivation and education in the brand's character is crucial for conveying exclusivity. 

Given that rarity and uniqueness are integral aspects of luxury, brands can employ a limited-

edition strategy, producing items in restricted quantities and for a limited duration. (Dubois & 

Piga, 2019) 

Limited editions create a sense of urgency in consumers' minds, thereby heightening their 

interest. The symbolic element is also conveyed through a griffe, a subtle design that integrates 

into the identity, rendering a logo unnecessary. The juxtaposition of bold products with more 

exclusive and unique designs, akin to the approaches of Louis Vuitton and Gucci, proves 

advantageous in catering to diverse consumer needs. Similarly, brand extensions have gained 

popularity in recent years, broadening the target audience to include middle-class consumers. 

Moreover, consumers can easily associate product attributes with the original brand while 

embracing other values. (Keller & Chandon, 2016) 

Successful expansion into sub-brands hinges on desirability, renown, and trust. Notable 

examples such as Giorgio Armani, Roberto Cavalli, Prada, and Alexander McQueen have 

effectively curtailed brand dilution through strategic trading-down extensions. Contrary to 

widespread belief, sales promotions are deemed a common pitfall, as they alter consumers' 

expectations and perceptions, undermining brand loyalty. Conversely, some studies argue that 

maintaining high prices with limited discounts is a key element in overcoming this challenge. 

(Dubois & Piga, 2020) 
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3.2 Consumer Perspective 

Some scholars emphasize the significance of consumer perception within the luxury 

sector, asserting that the concept of luxury is best understood through consumers' lived 

experiences. Consequently, numerous studies have concentrated on elucidating the diverse 

facets perceived by consumers. A consensus has emerged among most researchers who endorse 

the four discernible dimensions consistently identified in various studies: financial, functional, 

individual, and social dimensions. The financial dimension explicitly relates to the product's 

monetary value, while the functional dimension pertains to the product's usability advantages. 

(Kapferer et al., 2020) 

The individual dimension is concerned with the consumer's personality and preferences, 

while the social dimension involves the added value perceived by consumers. A primary 

inference drawn from these dimensions is that money is a necessary but insufficient condition 

for purchasing luxury goods. The individual and social dimensions directly implicate 

consumers in their definition, making consumers an indispensable aspect of premium brand 

research. Despite the majority's approval of these dimensions, a limited number of studies 

simplify the model by eliminating the financial dimension, identifying three dimensions: 

functional, experiential, and symbolic. (Dubois & Laurent, 2020) 

The experiential dimensions over the individual dimension, and the symbolic dimension 

refers to the signal conveyed when possessing luxury goods, akin to a refined version of the 

social dimension. The authors characterize a symbol as a constructed and evolving narrative, 

myth, or dream-world. Academic experts widely agree that the most comprehensive scale for 

gauging consumers' perceptions of premium brands is Vigneron and Johnson's Brand Luxury 

Index. This framework distinguishes character from non-character perceptions and comprises 

five subcategories: perceived extended self, perceived hedonism, perceived conspicuousness, 

perceived uniqueness, and perceived quality. (Vigneron & Johnson, 2023) 

Scholarly studies states that this scale is invaluable for benchmarking premium brands 

and comprehending consumers' perceptions and behaviours. The digital community has 

identified various motivations for consuming luxury goods. The authors differentiate between 

types of motivations: extrinsic and intrinsic. Extrinsic motivations are driven by wealth as a 

means of obtaining rewards such as social approval and desirability, while intrinsic motivations 

aim at personal pleasures like well-being or self-acceptance. (Hagtvedt & Ostergaard, 2020)  
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Research indicates that consumers predominantly lean towards extrinsic motivations 

when consuming luxury goods, both conspicuously and inconspicuously, rather than intrinsic 

motivations. Consumers driven by intrinsic motivations tend to gravitate towards discreet 

luxury items, drawn to the uniqueness inherent in such products. Consequently, the nature of 

motivation significantly influences consumers' inclinations towards ostentatious or understated 

luxury goods. Researchers posit that contemporary consumer motivations lean towards subtler 

indicators, aligning with inconspicuous consumption as a means of setting themselves apart 

from the mainstream market. (Küfer & Lombart, 2020) 

Expanding on this fundamental dichotomy, researchers have delineated five 

subcategories of motivations for opting for premium brands, derived from the BLI scale. 

Quality stands out as the primary rationale for purchasing luxury items, with consumers 

anticipating superior quality commensurate with the substantial investment. However, mere 

quality doesn't suffice to rationalize the price disparity compared to regular goods. An integral 

driver for luxury consumption lies in the pursuit of status, as consumers believe these products 

broadcast their affluence to the world, providing entry into elevated social circles. (Veblen, 

2019) 

Past studies define this as a motivational process wherein individuals seek to enhance 

their social standing through conspicuous consumption of products that signify status. The 

desire for status, a fundamental human inclination, particularly motivates newly affluent 

individuals to indulge in luxury goods. Additionally, some studies propose that the middle 

class, too, engages in luxury consumption to project an image of affluence and impress others. 

Possession of rare goods not only signals uniqueness but also sets consumers apart from the 

masses, creating a need to showcase status, exemplified by the well-known Veblen effect where 

demand rises with prices. (Dubois & Laurent, 2020) 

The luxury goods trigger a Snob effect, with the number of buyers increasing as demand 

decreases, driven by a quest for uniqueness. The Bandwagon effect is also at play, wherein 

demand rises because influential consumers have already embraced the luxury item. The 

authors suggest that this Bandwagon effect may stem from the desire to be recognized as chic 

and in vogue. Conspicuous consumption, or the pursuit of luxury for status-driven reasons, 

encompasses notions of power, success, and group affiliation. Status-seeking consumers value 

the association of luxury with recognizable artworks, fostering a shared understanding of the 

brand among possessors and those in their vicinity. (Dubois & Laurent, 2022)  
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Some researchers contend that another motivation for luxury consumption lies in the 

pursuit of personal goals within an individualistic framework. Recent research suggests that 

external factors alone are insufficient for analysing luxury purchasing behaviors. Scholars 

propose that the pursuit of personal motivations can be elucidated through the social 

comparison theory, involving the self-judgmental comparison of the consumer's actual and 

desired identity. The idea that the products consumed serve as an extension of the owner's 

personality clarifies that distinct personal objectives result in diverse consumption patterns, 

such as inconspicuous versus conspicuous consumption. (Loureiro & Fernandes, 2020) 

Consequently, luxury goods emerge as symbols reflecting consumers' identity and 

character, serving as a means of self-expression and self-presentation to embody values, 

beliefs, and uniqueness. The authors define the uniqueness theory as the inclination to 

differentiate oneself from others in socially similar environments. Premium brands enhance 

their influence by setting new trends; thus, consumer expectations surpass mere product 

features, extending to the elevation of self-esteem and self-realization. Consequently, some 

premium brands are actively aligning with ethical standards and transparency to resonate with 

their consumers' values. (Vigneron & Johnson, 2017) 

The researchers identify pleasure as a motive for luxury consumption. Luxury items are 

perceived as emotional stimuli, catering to consumers' intrinsic emotional needs. Luxury 

consumption is broadly conceptualized as an art of living, wherein consumers derive pleasure 

from hedonic functions rather than functional attributes. Recent studies emphasize that the 

emotions associated with luxury goods may not always be positive, challenging the assumption 

that consumers universally prefer luxury products over ordinary ones. The motivations for 

luxury consumption can be categorized into an individual dimension, encompassing the desire 

for uniqueness and hedonism, and social dimension. (Dubois & Floch, 2018) 

Researchers have endeavoured to identify patterns among luxury consumers based on 

their distinctive characteristics and motivations. The self-concept theory is known as a simple 

and effective method for categorizing consumers: independent consumers express hedonic and 

self-expression motives for purchasing luxury goods, whereas interdependent individuals 

indicate motivations linked to status. Several researchers have proposed classifications based 

on consumers' financial situations. Notably, consumers are divided into two segments: the 

affluent and loyal segment, and the less loyal segment comprising the price-sensitive, volatile, 

and demanding middle class. (Sirohi et al., 2020)  
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Retaining the latter category is challenging, but it has contributed to the expansion of the 

luxury sector. Similarly, another academic study recognizes three classifications based on 

consumers' financial assets: the first category, referred to as luxury gourmands, comprises 

millionaires who exclusively acquire luxury goods; the second group, luxury regulars, 

predominantly indulge in luxury products with fortunes exceeding US$100,000; the third, 

luxury nibblers, meticulously select their luxury purchases after saving for them. The authors 

categorize consumers into four modes based on their motivations. (Kapferer et al., 2020) 

 

Figure 4 - Modern Consumer Engagement 

 

Source - Digimind Report, 2020 

Firstly, the Modern consumer engages with commercialized and democratized luxury, 

lacking expertise but aspiring to enhance their status. Secondly, the Classic consumer 

appreciates luxury for its aesthetic and traditional values. The Postmodern consumer values 

luxury when it aligns with trends and fashion. Lastly, the Wabi Sabi consumer finds pleasure 

in the trendy aesthetics, mindfulness, and uniqueness of each luxury product, considering it a 

masterpiece. Alternatively, some scholars propose a well-recognized classification known as 

the four Ps, which juxtaposes consumers' financial situations with their desire for status. 

(Dubois & Laurent, 2020) 
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Patricians, representing wealthy individuals, do not actively seek status, utilizing subtle 

cues to convey their wealth without overt displays. Patricians, akin to the elite in ancient Rome, 

exhibit inconspicuous forms of consumption and are well-educated in recognizing brands 

without ostentatious signals. Parvenus, in contrast, have a strong need for status and rapidly 

became affluent, displaying conspicuous consumption and a preference for luxury goods over 

services. They are not considered specialized aesthetes like Patricians. Poseurs, with limited 

budgets but high-status needs, tend to purchase loud counterfeited luxury products. (Hwang & 

Han, 2021) 

Researchers suggest that Poseurs showcase fake versions of products proudly displayed 

by Parvenus to affiliate themselves with this consumer category. Lastly, Proletarians, 

belonging to the lower class, are not status-seeking consumers and show no interest in luxury 

goods, avoiding both inconspicuous and conspicuous consumption. Despite attempts to 

generalize luxury consumer behaviour into distinct categories, other variables, such as 

differences in financial means, influence reactions. Affluent consumers now prefer subtle cues 

due to the middle class's inclination to save for luxury product investments. (Keller, 2023) 

Apart from financial considerations, various scholars have delved into the distinctions 

between genders, noting a distinct type of relationship. Primarily, the cost of luxury items 

appears to be generally elevated for women, with the exception being the watch industry. 

Research indicates that women tend to place greater importance on the consumer service 

accompanying luxury and the uniqueness of the product. Consequently, their satisfaction levels 

are higher, and their perception is more positive compared to men, particularly in the realms of 

clothing, cosmetics, and watches. (Loureiro & Bilro, 2022) 

Despite the increasing convergence in perceptions of premium brands, culture continues 

to exert its influence, as evident from the shift in motivations among Western consumers from 

status and trendiness in the 1990s to an emphasis on education and luxury environment 

immersion in contemporary times. The mature market, characterized by older consumers with 

higher incomes, once dominated by the West, has now been surpassed by Asian countries, 

accounting for 70% of global luxury sales. Furthermore, the authors emphasize the 

multicultural nature of countries, suggesting that nations should not be treated as singular 

markets. (Kapferer et al., 2020) 
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The nuanced approach, considering cultural regions, is posited to yield superior strategic 

outcomes. Exploring the impact of political conservatism on luxury goods preferences, some 

authors posit that this segment appeals to individuals with a higher need for status maintenance. 

In examining generational differences, researchers often focus on specific age categories. 

Young consumers, characterized as spontaneous, digital natives, and sophisticated, exhibit a 

strong inclination for self-expression. Adolescents, seeking self-definition and goals, tend to 

be drawn to luxury products influenced by the Bandwagon effect. (Dubois & Laurent, 2021) 

Conversely, young adults are more intrinsically motivated than extrinsically motivated, 

displaying loyalty to brands and risk-averse behaviour, making them ideal luxury consumers. 

Recognizing the significance of this demographic is crucial, not only due to their status as the 

fastest-growing consumer group but also because their average spending on luxury items 

surpasses that of other segments. Despite not all young consumers having the financial means 

for luxury purchases, their high level of connectivity enables them to become brand advocates. 

A recent consumer segmentation emerged with the advent of the Internet, which are being 

called as e-buyers. (Phau et al., 2022) 

Luxury consumers have shown an inclination towards online purchases, resulting in a 

25% increase in luxury sales in 2023. Pioneering this shift, Louis Vuitton, Fendi, and Chanel 

launched their e-commerce platforms. Nevertheless, some managers remain hesitant to 

embrace online sales due to concerns about brand dilution. Online shoppers are typically well-

educated consumers who gather essential information online but often make their purchases in 

offline stores to experience the luxury service. (Truong & Simmons, 2023)  
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3.3 Digital Marketing 

The society has experienced significant transformation in recent years due to the advent 

of the Internet and social media. These platforms have garnered immense interest from 

consumers and researchers, contributing to their widespread success. The latest statistics reveal 

that the number of Internet users has reached almost four billion, with approximately three 

billion engaging in social media. This indicates that nearly four out of five consumers are 

actively involved online. In the realm of affluent consumers, 80% utilize social media, with 

70% employing it to search for their preferred brands. (Clement, 2021) 

Furthermore, social media sees its highest usage among the younger demographic. 

Scholarly studies define social media as highly interactive platforms through which individuals 

and communities share, co-create, discuss, and modify user-generated content. The inaugural 

social media platform, Usenet, an international online discussion forum, was launched by Tom 

Truscott and Jim Ellis from Duke University. However, some argue that the first social media 

emerged in 1998 with Bruce and Susan Abelson's creation, Open Diary, which brought together 

a community of diary writers. (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2020) 

 

Figure 5 - Luxury Content 

 

Source - Deloitte Report, 2023 
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For many researchers, Sixdegrees, introduced in 1997, is considered the first social media 

platform. It enabled users to manage profiles and communicate with friends, marking the 

beginning of social media's widespread success, highlighted by MySpace in 2003 and the 

conceptualization of Web 2.0. Web 2.0 is characterized by open-source, interactive, and 

consumer-controlled online applications, facilitating the sharing of consumer experiences in 

business and social processes. Specifically, it denotes a novel approach to using the World 

Wide Web, emphasizing the production of Consumer Generated Content. (O'Reilly, 2020) 

Social media data encompasses written or visual content such as status updates, 

comments, photographs, and consumer reviews in the form of likes, tags, and rating scores. 

The authors categorize social media into six types based on social presence, media richness, 

and self-presentation. Collaborative projects, exemplified by Wikipedia, are typically the 

written outcome of collaborative efforts, serving as a reliable source of information. Blogs, 

specialized websites focusing on specific topics, represent another type. Content communities, 

like YouTube, enable consumers to share various content forms. (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2020) 

Figure 6 - Luxury Digital Content 

 

Source - G & Co Report, 2022 
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Social networking sites, such as Facebook, concentrate on consumers' self-presentation. 

Virtual game worlds, like World of Warcraft, depict specific goals within a virtual 

environment, while virtual social worlds, like Second Life, replicate real-world interactions in 

a virtual setting. The additional research delves into the principles of blogs, social networking 

platforms, and content communities across six distinct categories. Blogs and social networking 

websites share identical definitions, while micro-blogs, such as Twitter, facilitate the 

consumption and creation of concise written content. (Singh, 2020) 

Picture-sharing platforms like Flickr serve as online storage and galleries, whereas video-

sharing sites like YouTube allow users to share and view videos. Social news websites enable 

the dissemination of links from various digital content. Social media possesses the advantage 

of reaching individuals who eschew traditional media or harbour distrust in the system. Few 

studies draw parallels between social media and mass media, emphasizing the shift towards 

individualism and innovation. Social media effectively engage a diverse audience, maintaining 

an open and immersive experience. (Meeker, 2020) 

Consequently, consumers exhibit a higher level of trust in social media, surpassing visits 

to corporate websites and establishing it as the primary information source. However, the 

inundation of information poses a significant challenge, leading to information overload. 

Established in 2005, Facebook has solidified its status as the preeminent social media platform, 

with 70% of internet users maintaining a profile. Boasting over 1 billion users, Facebook ranks 

as the third largest "nation" globally, trailing only China and India. In 2020, it emerged as the 

second most searched term on Google, with users spending an average of six and a half hours 

daily on the platform. (Watts et al., 2019) 

Acknowledged as a super sticky platform, Facebook captivates users through diverse and 

enduring message formats, fostering interactions. Contrasting with Facebook, Instagram, 

founded in 2010, focuses solely on visual content. Embracing spontaneity, Instagram has 

amassed over 500 million users, with 100 million photos shared. Particularly popular among 

the 18- to 24-year-old demographic, Instagram holds sway as a platform for creative expression 

and aesthetic appeal. YouTube, available since 2005, uploads over 24 hours of video every 

second. (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2020) 
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Previous studies underscore YouTube's positive impact on fostering connections with 

premium brands, especially through collaborations with influencers. Presently, social media 

stands out as the most effective marketing tool. Digital marketing is defined as leveraging 

social media as a marketing tool for engaging with consumers and facilitating peer-to-peer 

communication. Over the years, it has evolved into a pivotal component of the marketing mix. 

Social media platforms empower brands to inform, remind, and persuade consumers through a 

consumer-centric approach. Initial forays into social media by companies were often prompted 

by discussions about them taking place on these platforms. (Chaffey & Chadwick, 2021) 

Seeking control over the narrative, companies chose to actively participate. Despite some 

studies suggesting limited effects of a mere virtual presence on consumers, companies continue 

to increase their spending on digital advertising. Global expenditure on digital marketing 

surpassed $12 billion in 2022. Recent studies indicate that 70% of the most successful 

companies in 2022 utilized digital marketing strategies to connect with consumers. To remain 

relevant and appealing, companies must invest in digital marketing to enhance visibility, 

bolster brand image, and establish connections with consumers. (Hoffman & Frallic, 2022) 

Scholarly articles highlight Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube as the primary platforms 

used by brands. However, some authors emphasize the critical importance of aligning chosen 

social media platforms with the brand spirit, or even creating custom applications. Managing 

different platforms entails risks, necessitating coherent and aligned content. Vigilant 

monitoring on social media is crucial to gauge overall brand reputation and respond swiftly to 

potential crises. Authors caution against treating social media as a traditional channel, 

emphasizing the necessity of recognizing its interactive nature. (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2020) 

Best practices in digital marketing, as proposed by studies, include maintaining activity, 

cultivating interest, practicing humility, avoiding unprofessionalism, and embracing honesty. 

One notable advantage of digital marketing, according to authors, is its ability to reach new 

consumer segments. Scholarly studies underscore the financial benefits, citing its cost-

effectiveness compared to traditional media. Significantly, digital marketing has demonstrated 

a direct correlation with increased sales. Respecting the intrinsic principles of social media not 

only enhances brand visibility but also provides valuable consumer data, aiding marketers in 

refining their services. (Chen, 2021) 
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Social media platforms incentivize ethical behaviour, fostering constant communication 

and transparency. Furthermore, they enable brands to engage consumers in direct, profound, 

and enduring relationships, potentially sparking virality. The privileged continuation of the 

brand experience on social media significantly influences consumer preferences. Digital 

marketing holds appeal, especially for emerging, specialized, or premium brands, as it offers a 

straightforward way to connect with their intended audience. Initially, brands hesitated to 

embrace digital marketing due to inherent risks. (Brodie & Holbert, 2017) 

One primary concern is the diminished control over brand image, given that social media 

empowers stakeholders to voice their opinions openly. Additionally, social media differs 

significantly from traditional advertising platforms, necessitating a tailored approach and 

revised strategies. Furthermore, the rise of smaller competitors amplifies market competition, 

creating a less predictable business environment. As social media platforms extend their 

functionalities, they amalgamate diverse audiences, making it increasingly challenging to 

target specific demographics. (Verhoef & Leeflang, 2019) 

Figure 7 - Premium Brands Collaborations 

 

Source - G & Co Report, 2022 
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Despite the associated risks, some authors argue that adept handling can transform 

negative information into positive visibility strategically. Recent reports indicate that 

companies have yet to fully relinquish control to consumers through social media. 

Nevertheless, there is a noticeable trend towards democratization in business communication, 

urging brands to encourage their employees to engage on social media and share insights about 

their company. Recognizing the pivotal role of social media in determining a company's 

success or failure, brands must implement strategies to oversee their online communication. 

(Pantano & Bottone, 2020) 

Scholarly literature proposes a guideline for firms to navigate social media effectively. 

Initially, companies should analyse and comprehend the social media landscape to strategically 

position themselves. Subsequently, aligning with past communication approaches and the 

objectives of chosen social media, they can devise a comprehensive strategy. Effective 

interaction and management of conversations on company pages and accounts, employing clear 

content and communication protocols, are crucial. Finally, companies should benchmark 

competitors' actions, monitor overall trends, and statistically analyse their social media 

effectiveness. (Cheong & Wei, 2022) 

Regarding strategy type, a few studies emphasize the importance of a pull marketing 

strategy on social media, recognizing consumers' willingness to actively seek information. 

Adapting to platforms involves shifting towards less product-centric communication, adopting 

a spontaneous and informal strategy, and creating emotionally resonant content to inspire 

consumer loyalty. (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2020)  
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3.4 Marketing Strategy 

Marketing plays a crucial role in the success of premium brands, with companies like 

Gucci allocating more than 35% of their revenue to this function. Similarly, Louis Vuitton 

invests nearly $70 million annually in marketing and communication efforts. Given the pivotal 

role of marketing for premium brands, traditional principles are inadequate, requiring these 

companies to establish new rules aligned with their objectives. Recent reports highlight the 

evolving landscape of premium brand strategies, indicating that three conventional rules are no 

longer indispensable for luxury positioning. (Kapferer et al., 2017) 

The control of distribution has diminished with the rise of online retailers, production 

has become delocalized, and the introduction of second lines has prevented continuous price 

increases. However, three other rules warrant special attention in this study. Contrary to the 

traditional notion that premium brands communicate exclusively with their consumers, some 

studies suggest that a luxury strategy involves engaging with a broader audience. Furthermore, 

the primary purpose of brand advertising is to enhance the brand image rather than solely 

boosting sales. (Dubois & Petkovic, 2018) 

Figure 8 - Luxury Marketing Mix 

 

Source - Global Web Index, 2022 
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Specifically, authors conceptualize the premium brand marketing mix around ten 

concepts. The effectiveness centres on the premium brand experience, where purchasing a 

luxury product implies enjoying a distinctive lifestyle experience. Premium brands aspire to 

sell products that are incomparable, focusing on delivering a unique and personalized 

experience around the product. The brand experience encompasses emotions, symbols, 

atmospheres, and even packaging, all contributing to heightened consumer satisfaction. Recent 

studies define experiential marketing as a postmodern approach, acknowledging consumers as 

emotional beings seeking pleasurable experiences rather than just rational features and benefits. 

(Hennighausen & Venkatesh, 2018) 

Luxury goods are perceived as a combination of tangible and intangible assets, engaging 

all the senses. The experiential aspect may manifest in various forms such as entertainment, 

education, escapism, or aesthetics, depending on consumer involvement. Notably, the 

transferability of the experience is evident in the enduring value of second-hand luxury items. 

Flagship stores are a common strategy among premium brands to offer a comprehensive 

experience, capturing consumer attention, expressing the brand's identity in a unique setting, 

and enhancing overall reputation. (Keller, 2020) 

Brand meanings can also be constructed around events, exemplified by Dior's official 

partnership with the prestigious Cannes Film Festival. These initiatives underscore the 

evolving dynamics of luxury marketing beyond traditional paradigms. Secondly, Ancestry 

signifies the narrative and history that the brand conveys, generating an allure for the brand. 

Frequently, these narratives incorporate elements of heritage, status, and achievement. The 

storytelling technique is commonly employed because of its ability to evoke emotions and 

spread rapidly. (Luca & Roldão, 2020) 

Notably, at times, these narratives may be based on inaccurate facts. Thirdly, Scarcity 

involves creating the illusion of limited availability to heighten consumers' desire for the brand. 

Utilizing limited editions is a well-established strategy to achieve this impact.  Character, on 

the other hand, pertains to the brand's values, personality, and the associated emotions. 

Premium brands often communicate key characteristics such as quality and durability. Past 

studies have shown that luxury consumers may also be concerned with sustainability. 

Regarding brand personality, researchers have observed similarities with human personality 

traits, facilitating the establishment of a relationship with consumers and representing the 

brand's promise. (Vigneron & Chaney, 2019)  
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According to reputable authors, premium brand personality can be characterized by four 

dimensions: snobbism, prestige, competence, and romance. This concept is crucial as it 

significantly influences consumers' trust and commitment to the brand. Therefore, it is 

imperative for management to cultivate, integrate, and communicate a distinct and exclusive 

brand personality. Furthermore, the perceived brand personality is pivotal, as consumers tend 

to prefer brands with personalities like their own. A recent addition to the Character aspect 

exhibited by premium brands is their commitment to social and environmental causes. 

(Kapferer et al., 2017) 

Cause-related marketing, considered an instrument of Corporate Social Responsibility, 

brings incremental benefits to businesses by aligning the marketing function with the ethical 

dimension of the business. Giorgio Armani employed this strategy with the Acqua for Life 

challenge, aiming to raise funds to provide drinkable water in schools in various third-world 

countries. This initiative aimed to differentiate the brand from competitors and proved 

successful in enhancing the brand's reputation, contributing to increased turnover. (Dahlén, M., 

& Edenius, 2017) 

Since the Character should appeal to luxury consumers, many brands opt for 

recognizable artworks considered as masterpieces. This strategy is justified when consumers 

are highly status-oriented, but it is not advisable if uniqueness is a key consumer need. In 

contemporary marketing, celebrities play a pivotal role in the promotional strategies of 

premium brands. These brands strategically integrate their products into various media 

channels, such as movies, red carpet events, and YouTube videos. The intention behind this 

approach is to create an illusion that the celebrity independently chose and purchased the 

product. (Tungate, 2015) 

Associating with influential personalities across different global domains enhances brand 

visibility. When the celebrity aligns with the brand image, it further elevates the brand's 

perception. In the era of burgeoning blogs, brands are turning to bloggers, considered the new 

tastemakers, to endorse their products due to the high credibility they hold among their 

audience. The effectiveness of this collaboration depends on the coherence between the brand 

and the influencer. Authenticity is key, and partnerships work better when bloggers genuinely 

express their admiration for the brand and handle the message independently. (Mandel, 2019) 
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Consumers, influenced by these recommendations, establish a connection with the brand, 

leading to increased purchases. In the dimension of celebrity endorsements, positioning 

emerges as a pivotal element in the marketing mix. The environment in which a brand exists 

significantly impacts consumers' sensory experiences. Placing a product in a specific context 

can make it renowned through association, exemplified by Bulgari's decision to feature its 

products prominently on a website, thereby impacting the brand's desirability. The concept of 

positioning extends beyond physical spaces and involves selecting points of sale that mirror 

the brand's personality. (Grant, 2018) 

The popularity of pop-up brand stores attests to the current trend, providing consumers 

with an immersive brand experience and consequently enhancing word-of-mouth marketing. 

Positioning also encompasses creating enjoyable experiences for consumers to connect with 

the brand. Dressing collaborators in branded products, as suggested by other authors, has been 

shown to boost sales by allowing consumers to witness the products in action. Premium brands 

must attend to ten touchpoints for a comprehensive marketing approach. These include the 

corporate website, search engine optimization, mailing, digital advertising, brand communities, 

social campaigns, web apps, and e-commerce platforms. (Keller, 2020) 

Effective corporate communication is crucial for disseminating the brand message within 

targeted circles, requiring careful selection of media channels to generate buzz. Networking is 

key to accessing niche consumers and enhancing brand reputation through word-of-mouth. 

Lastly, pricing significantly influences consumer perceptions. Disclosing prices openly, as 

indicated by other studies, positively impacts consumer perception and desirability. Brands 

should articulate their pricing strategy within the broader framework of the seven pillars of the 

marketing mix. A strategic approach involves maintaining an overall image of exclusivity 

while introducing a more accessible product line to appeal to a broader consumer base. 

(Solomon, 2021) 

As previously discussed, premium brands exhibited initial reluctance in formulating 

digital marketing strategies. According to research findings, this hesitancy stemmed from three 

key factors. Firstly, the intricacies and versatility of the digital landscape were daunting. The 

internet presented limitless opportunities that companies needed to comprehend, extending 

beyond mere website focus. However, some scholars argue that the website serves as the 

primary step in establishing a digital presence, with consumers still heavily relying on it for 

information retrieval. (Prono, 2019)  
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The second challenge faced by premium brands revolved around the multitude of 

platforms and their evolving features, for which metrics were yet to be firmly established. 

Thirdly, the very essence of the internet seemed at odds with the concept of luxury. Notably, 

prior studies identified three paradoxes impeding premium brands from cultivating social 

media profiles: exclusivity-accessibility, acquisition-retention, and classic-contemporary. 

These trade-offs posed challenges for marketing managers striving to broaden consumer reach 

while maintaining exclusivity. (Massenet, 2022) 

Despite this internal conflict, numerous premium brands, including Burberry, Louis 

Vuitton, Dior, Prada, etc., eventually embraced social media. Beyond being an avenue to 

connect with younger audiences, social media provided a means to disseminate information 

rapidly, presenting opportunities for consumer education and crisis management. The authors 

emphasized that a conventional approach would not significantly impact the perception of 

premium brands among the younger, more digitally connected luxury consumers. With over 

80% of luxury consumers utilizing social media, these platforms have now solidified their 

status as powerful strategic tools. (Pretorius, 2020) 

Several studies underscored the benefits of digital marketing for premium brands, citing 

its impact on consumer equity, purchase intent, brand preference, and consumer trust. Digital 

marketing also facilitates the establishment and sustenance of robust consumer relationships, 

the sharing of brand knowledge, and the generation of user-generated content and electronic 

word-of-mouth. Notably, some consumers may prefer digital marketing, feeling uncomfortable 

in physical luxury stores. Despite its positive influence, a few studies caution managers about 

potential negative effects that must be identified and mitigated. (Keller et al., 2021) 

These studies generally evaluate how premium brands implement digital marketing and 

observe the exclusion of certain traditional codes, such as rarity, customization, emotion, and 

experience. Additionally, premium brands often utilize digital marketing as a conventional 

communication channel, pushing information to consumers. As a result, social media 

engagement is a routine practice for only 25% of consumers. Research indicates a limited 

adoption of new technologies by premium brands, with Versace and Prada launching their 

corporate websites as recently as last seven years. (Kapferer et al., 2018) 
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Nowadays, premium brands increasingly recognize the benefits of investing in new 

technologies. In the realm of corporate websites, Van Cleef & Arpels are recognized as 

innovators, successfully translating their brand ambiance into the online space. Similarly, 

Viktor & Rolf have digitally reproduced their concept stores to immerse consumers in an 

authentic experience. Gucci stands out in e-commerce as a pioneer, producing videos to 

showcase each product. In the sphere of social media, Cartier created the first online brand 

community on MySpace in 2005. (Phau et al., 2022) 

However, other studies identify Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube as the preferred social 

media platforms among premium brands. Traditional premium brands strive to creatively 

convey their brand image on social media, with Louis Vuitton live-streaming their fashion 

shows on various platforms and Giorgio Armani recreating a virtual store in the game Second 

Life. Brands like Coach aim for a dialogical conversation with consumers, encouraging them 

to share content. Chanel is presently acknowledged as the most influential and innovative brand 

on social media. In the past, Burberry held the leadership position, leveraging its online 

community, "The Art of the Trench," which featured consumers showcasing the iconic trench 

coat. (Kim, 2021) 

This community established Burberry as the first premium brand implementing 

crowdsourcing as a strategy, contributing to a 50% increase in sales. Notably, other brands, 

like Fendi, have created their platforms, such as F is for Fendi, targeting a younger audience 

for sharing branded content. To leverage social media effectively, managers must formulate a 

coherent digital strategy aligned with strategic management goals. Objectives may include 

increasing followers or interactions. Currently, premium brands appear to pursue a "more is 

better" approach, aiming to gain followers and post frequently. (Lee & Park, 2022) 

Researchers emphasize the importance of maximizing dialogic communication, as 

managerial satisfaction is believed to hinge on audience reactions. Recent studies suggest 

marketers should tailor messages to their audience and benchmark strategies against close 

competitors to identify key performance indicators (KPIs). Several scholars have examined 

potential strategies for premium brands to engage their audience. Other researchers emphasize 

that managers can successfully navigate trade-offs through the right approach. Social media, 

for instance, thrives on immediacy, necessitating truthful communication to maintain 

credibility and safeguard the brand from damage. (Lim & Kim, 2021) 
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Given that premium brands strive to market top-tier products, the content they share must 

also uphold superior quality. Scholarly articles support this argument, asserting that subpar 

content opens avenues for detractors to critique the brand. Hence, premium brand managers 

are encouraged to concentrate efforts on a platform aligned with the brand image, with some 

studies advocating for a focus on posting less but higher-quality content. Concerning content 

formats, studies propose that visual messages are better suited for premium brands due to the 

integral role of aesthetics. (Yang & Zhou, 2021) 

Simultaneously, others underscore the importance of textual content that stimulates 

interactions in the comments section. Regarding message types, recent studies identify three 

strategies adopted by premium brands: creating a sense of virtual rarity through limited 

editions, iconic representation of a particular product, and crafting a legendary brand story, 

often inspired by founders. Additionally, authors assert that premium brands' digital marketing 

is driven by five constructs: entertainment, interaction, customization, trendiness, and word of 

mouth. (Park & Kim, 2022) 

Figure 9 - Premium Brand Expansions 

 

Source - Six Degrees Report, 2018 
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Given their goal of attracting more consumers, premium brands must evoke emotions 

and feelings in consumers, a strategy exemplified by Louis Vuitton, which effectively 

implements Kim and Ko's model by sharing entertaining content, opinions, trends, and 

personalized communication with followers. Comparing premium brands to regular brands, 

literature suggests that premium brands convey more emotional, sensual, recognizable, and 

branded messages, mastering the traditional AIDA communication technique (Attention, 

Interest, Desire, and Action). (Verhoef & Leenheer, 2020) 

They are also proponents of the storytelling technique, often delivered through attention-

grabbing short videos. In a study comparing the efficiency of value-driven versus feature-

driven messages, it is noted that premium brands, given their distinct consumer relationship, 

benefit more from value-driven messages requiring higher-level, abstract thinking for 

information processing. It is recommended that premium brands focus on value-driven 

messages to enhance consumer interaction. However, cultural context plays a crucial role, as 

in individualistic cultures like Germany, consumers favour explicit and clear communication, 

necessitating feature-driven messages. (Moore, T. L., & Balaji, 2020) 

Managers must be attuned to cultural nuances for effective communication. Additionally, 

customized messages can enhance message efficiency, and messages designed to stimulate 

extrinsic motivations are appreciated by consumers. Implicit narrative delivery contributes to 

consumer assimilation and persuasion, fostering a sense of involvement in the story. The 

significance of content in the social media context cannot be overstated, as committed 

consumers pay attention not only to the message but also to its form. (Lamb, 2020) 
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3.5 Branding Strategy 

Understanding the audience, particularly the followers of premium brands, is crucial. 

However, the vast expanse of the internet has made consumer segmentation and profiling more 

intricate than ever due to increased connections and relationships. Previous research identified 

the traditional luxury enthusiast as cosmopolitan, multilingual, and an influencer. In the age of 

social media, a nuanced categorization of premium brand followers emerges pragmatists show 

no interest in purchasing; bystanders exhibit passive admiration for high-priced brands; trend 

hunters actively follow to showcase the latest fashion; image seekers value premium brands 

for their prestigious image, conveying experiences, and intangible benefits; passionate owners 

deeply connect with specific brands, engaging before purchase. (Verhoef & Leenheer, 2021) 

Recent studies indicate that communication is smoother with image seekers, already 

convinced of the excellence of premium brands. While passionate owners might seem readily 

attracted, their purchase intentions may be limited to a single product. Notably, these categories 

lack consideration for cultural differences across countries, even though consumers construct 

similar narratives akin to brand communication, expressed differently. Despite the adoption of 

social media by premium brands for stakeholder communication, it results from consumer 

pressure, evident in online shopping, sharing, and information searching. (Kapferer et al., 2018) 

 

Figure 10 - Premium Brands Trends 

 

Source - Luxury Facts Article, 2022  
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The advent of Web 2.0 technologies has not only altered corporate practices but has also 

transformed consumer behaviours, value systems, and perceptions. Scholarly authors define 

perception as a learned predisposition to consistently respond favourably or unfavourably to a 

given object, focusing on a specific object or concept. This differs from values, which are more 

general and enduring. Previous studies characterize brand perception as the evaluative 

dimension of brand image, shaped by consumer beliefs and feelings toward the brand's 

attributes and benefits. Brand perception, according to a few authors, is commonly linked to an 

overall brand evaluation. (Thurau et al., 2020) 

Psychologically, perceptions aid consumers in categorizing concepts, expanding 

rewards, reducing punishments, and enhancing self-esteem. Brand perceptions fulfil two social 

functions. On one hand, value-expressive perception is linked to consumption for self-

expression. On the other hand, social-adjustive perception pertains to consumers' social status 

image. When the desire for uniqueness drives consumers, brand perception serves a value-

expressive function. Conversely, when consumers seek social status, brand perception serves 

a social-adjustive function. (Park et al., 2020) 

While brand perception originates from product attributes, various factors influence this 

construct. Consumers' brand awareness and brand image bias brand perception. Another 

influential factor is brand consciousness. Individuals exhibit brand consciousness when they 

hold brands in high regard and actively seek information about them through commercial media 

sources. High brand consciousness indicates strong interest in the brand. Additionally, brand 

perception can be influenced by brand communication strategies and past experiences. 

Therefore, companies should disseminate credible and qualitative messages to positively 

impact consumers' perception. (Keller, 2023) 

In their research, other scholars explore the impact of social media on consumer 

perception and, consequently, on purchase intention. Social media provide a novel way to 

engage consumers with the brand, enhancing their perception when committed. Social media 

not only shape brand perception but also prompt consumers to spread the word through 

electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM). Consequently, consumers' satisfaction with the platform 

also shapes their perception of the brand. Culture plays a role in shaping brand perception as 

well. Consumers in individualistic cultures base brand choices on more intricate principles than 

collectivist individuals. (Evans & Phau, 2018) 
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Moreover, studies suggest that consumers in developing countries generally hold more 

positive perceptions. Scholarly studies distinguish three perceptions of premium brand 

consumption. Elitists believe that only a select group of consumers should access luxury 

products, while democrats argue that a majority should have access. Distant individuals are 

uninterested in purchasing luxury products and believe they will never be able to do so. 

Research also explores the influence of religion on brand perception, finding that most 

Protestants align with the democratic view, while almost no Catholics do. (Kumar, 2017) 

Consumer perception is a crucial concept as it impacts various variables, including value 

equity and brand equity. Equity in value is the consumer's objective evaluation of a brand's 

utility, determined by the perception of what is sacrificed in comparison to what is gained. 

Meanwhile, brand equity is the consumer's subjective and intangible assessment of the brand 

beyond its inherent value. The Theory of Planned Behaviour asserts that consumer perception 

significantly influences their behaviour, wherein a positive perception strengthens interest in 

the brand and can forecast brand choices. (Keller & Lehmann, 2020) 

Particularly for premium brands, a favourable perception among consumers enhances 

their intention to make a purchase. Naturally, consumers seek to build a connection with a 

brand that aligns with their personality. An initial factor impacting brand engagement is a 

robust brand attachment and trust, encompassing aspects such as memories, pleasure, life 

ideals, places, occasions, support, utility, and self-identity. Proximity is identified as a solution 

to fortify the relationship, providing an opportunity to directly evoke consumer emotions. The 

act of a consumer purchasing a product from the brand automatically enhances the relationship. 

(Fournier & Breazeale, 2020) 

To establish and sustain a positive relationship, premium brands can enhance after-sales 

services and consistently reward loyal consumers. Studies indicate that Arts-Based Initiatives 

have the potential to shape brand engagement by introducing an emotional dimension to the 

brand. Establishing a two-way communication flow opens numerous opportunities for 

premium brands, with effective consumer relationship management being the key to 

consistently keeping the brand in consumers' minds. Establishing a relationship with consumers 

becomes a strategic differentiator from the competition, and brand engagement significantly 

influences consumer loyalty, positioning the brand more favourably in the market. (Brodie et 

al., 2020) 
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Brand-consumer engagement is described as a brand's motivational state to connect and 

build social relationships with all consumers, while consumer engagement is defined as a 

respondent's emotionally motivating experience of interaction with a brand and its advertising. 

Recent studies categorize consumer engagement into three types: affective engagement 

involving an emotional response, cognitive engagement implying brand knowledge, and 

behavioural engagement relating to actions taken by the consumer. Some studies also propose 

two types of engagement: personal and social-interactive. (Thurau & Paulsen, 2020) 

Generally, there are six reasons for engaging with a brand: informational, social status, 

financial, hedonic, relational, and emotional. Companies value consumer engagement as it 

provides an opportunity for co-creation. Furthermore, as per some authors, the connection 

between young consumers and premium brands appears to be more logical than emotional. 

This is paradoxical, given that the primary driver behind luxury consumption is the pursuit of 

high status, and premium brands extensively employ storytelling techniques designed to evoke 

emotions. (Brodie et al., 2020) 

Additionally, it is noteworthy that the most engaged audiences hail from emerging 

markets, and the strength of this relationship hinges on the interactions between the two parties, 

providing an additional benefit to consumers. Recent studies have pinpointed seven prevalent 

themes in consumers' interactions with premium brands: status, romance, dream, self-esteem, 

beauty, activation, and another directedness. With the increasing use of social media by 

premium brand consumers, these platforms become pivotal in enhancing brand awareness and 

fostering consumer engagement. (Verlegh & Steenkamp, 2020) 

As consumers dedicate more time to online interactions, it's crucial to note that 70% of 

luxury purchases in 2020 were influenced by such interactions. Brands, by actively engaging 

with consumers on social media, establish and nurture the brand-consumer relationship, 

thereby reducing the psychological distance between the two. Consequently, social media 

platforms offer a sustainable, trustworthy, and friendly communication system conducive to 

relationship building. The motivations for engaging in a social media context are primarily 

driven by remuneration and empowerment. (Fournier, 2022) 
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While social media can stimulate engagement, it's important to recognize that most 

consumers are passive participants rather than active contributors. Some authors, however, 

underscore the potential for co-creation facilitated by consumer engagement. Managing low-

effort engagements online is advised, as their impact can be substantial. The co-creation 

process demands significant efforts from management, and the online activities of brands often 

face criticism. Consumers may express their discontent on social media, influencing others and 

jeopardizing the brand-consumer relationship. (Evans & Feller, 2020) 

Despite potential challenges, recent literature suggests that brands should maximize 

interactivity, as it positively influences brand perception and establishes robust, long-term 

brand engagement. Despite managerial efforts to craft a unified message that resonates 

uniformly with all consumers, individual perception, interpretation, and sharing of messages 

vary. Consequently, consumers' cultural background, experiences, mood, and other factors 

shape their conceptualizations of brand messages. Brand co-creation occurs when consumers 

share their opinions and feelings, contributing to the content and identity of the brand. (Le et 

al., 2023) 

Thus, the image of the brand is inevitably shaped by the added value provided by 

consumers. Co-creation fundamentally transforms the nature of brand identity from a stable 

entity to a dynamic one. The definition of the brand evolves into a collaborative effort, 

resembling a crowdsourcing system that emerges through interactions, with each party 

contributing knowledge. The interaction between consumers' personalities and the brand's 

identity transforms consumers into allies, transcending their role as mere spectators. However, 

potential misunderstandings or information overload can lead to the inadvertent degradation of 

the brand. (Oertzen et al., 2018) 

Social media encompasses three distinct behaviours: consuming content, contributing to 

existing content, and creating content. Consumer engagements of medium-to-high effort on 

social media manifest as either electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM), representing the 

dissemination of the brand's message, or User-Generated Content (UGC), where consumers 

craft their own messages. Premium brands effectively fulfil consumers' status needs and are 

proudly showcased, with luxury products inherently driving the force of eWOM. Consumers 

are anticipated to showcase their luxury purchases on social media, constituting a robust form 

of consumer engagement. (Paquette, 2023) 
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The authors define eWOM as any positive or negative statements made by potential, 

current, or former consumers about a product or company, accessible to a diverse audience 

through the internet. eWOM can be positive or negative, with negative instances holding a 

more significant impact and garnering increased consumer attention. It can manifest across 

various social media formats, including photographs, extensive texts, links, or videos. The 

authors categorize eWOM into three types: opinion-seeking, opinion-giving, and opinion-

passing. (Martínez-López et al., 2023) 

Recent reports indicate that 60% of adults use eWOM for opinion-seeking, with 

consumers perceiving eWOM as more credible and relevant than brand communications. 

Consumers are eager to share their passions through social media, investing significant effort 

in community engagement during their leisure time. Opinion-giving eWOM may arise from 

the desire to project a specific status or a particularly satisfying or dissatisfying experience. 

Studies reveal that 70% of social media consumers are inclined to share information online. 

Marketers can leverage eWOM to intervene in negative dialogues and foster positive 

conversations by presenting authentic information. (Zhang, 2020) 

According to the authors, consumers dedicate more time to evaluating luxury eWOM 

due to the message's significance. Consumers seeking status are more prone to disseminating 

eWOM as a form of signalling, while younger individuals tend to participate more actively in 

eWOM than adults. Other studies emphasize that the surge in eWOM participation has 

transformed consumers into well-informed individuals, with social media now serving as the 

primary source of information for lesser-known brands. Consumers are now hailed as 

influential figures, wielding absolute control. (Hassan et al., 2020) 

They determine the significance and sentiment of messages, sparking discussions around 

brands. Marketers, left with only the influence over the initial dialogue's structure, seek to 

transform consumers into brand advocates who share insights and opinions. To navigate and 

influence these conversations, brands must adopt interactive engagement strategies. Industry 

insights reveal that over 50% of consumers trust electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM), while a 

mere 10% place their trust in brand advertisements. Premium brands actively promote User-

Generated Content (UGC) in co-creation processes, fostering the sharing of experiences and 

constructive feedback. (Vries & Marty, 2020) 
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Figure 11 - Premium Brands UGC 

 

Source - Cluse Instagram Page 

 

Branded events serve as catalysts for UGC, involving consumers deeply and fostering a 

sense of connection to the brand. Subsequently, individuals displaying significant interest can 

be chosen as brand ambassadors, extending the dissemination of eWOM, and generating fresh 

content. The dynamic of positive and negative UGC forms online communities for brands that 

consistently expand. These online brand communities typically transcend geographical 

boundaries, possess specialized focuses, and instil a strong sense of belonging among members. 

Community members exhibit brand relationships, with higher identification leading to 

increased engagement and the creation of more UGCs. (Kim, J., & Song, 2022) 
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4. Practical Part 

The research analysis commenced with a descriptive examination, followed by a validation 

assessment using factor analysis and a reliability evaluation utilizing Cronbach's Alpha. The 

subsequent step involved hypothesis testing through regression analyses. The SPSS software 

facilitated these analyses. The selection of this method stemmed from its capability to elucidate 

the proportional relationship and the nature of the correlation between variables. Given the 

deductive approach, linear regressions emerged as the predominant statistical analysis. 

4.1 Descriptive Analysis 

In the collected data of consumers, female respondents constitute the majority 

comprising 76% of the sample, while male respondents account for 24%. This skewed gender 

distribution suggests a higher participation of females in the study.  

Table 1 - Gender 

Gender Frequency Percentage 

Male  64 24 

Female 198 76 

Total 262 100 

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author. 

Graph 1 - Gender 

 

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author  
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The data collected from consumers reveals a diverse distribution among respondents. 

Most participants fall within the age range of 19 to 23 years, constituting 66% of the total 

sample. Following this, the age group of 24 to 28 years represents 21% of the respondents. The 

youngest segment, below 18 years, accounts for 14% of the participants. This distribution 

suggests a concentration of consumers in the late teens to early twenties, indicating a significant 

focus on youngsters in the study. 

Table 2 - Age Group 

Age Group Frequency Percentage 

Below 18 Years 36 14 

19 to 23 Years 172 66 

24 to 28 Years 54 21 

Total 262 100 

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author. 

Graph 2 - Age Group 

 

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author. 
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Based on the data regarding their education qualifications, most respondents possess or 

pursuing a bachelor’s degree, constituting 45% of the sample. Following closely, 27% of 

participants hold or pursuing a Diploma, while 19% have or pursuing a Certification. A smaller 

percentage, 9%, have attained or pursuing a master’s degree. This distribution suggests a 

diverse educational background within the sample, with a significant proportion having 

completed higher education. 

Table 3 - Education Qualification 

Education Qualification Frequency Percentage 

Certification  50 19 

Diploma  70 27 

Bachelor Degree  118 45 

Master Degree 24 9 

Total 262 100 

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author. 

Graph 3 - Education Qualification 

 

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author. 
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Based on the data regarding their monthly income levels, most respondents fall below 

the $1000 income bracket, constituting 18% of the sample. A significant portion, 41%, falls 

within the $1000 to $3000 range, while a smaller percentage, 15%, reports an income above 

$3000. This distribution indicates a noteworthy presence of respondents with lower income 

levels of youngsters, potentially influencing their perceptions and behaviours. 

Table 4 - Income Level 

Income Level Frequency Percentage 

Below $1000 190 18 

$1000 to $3000 66 41 

Above $3000 6 15 

Total 262 74 

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author. 

Graph 4 - Income Level 

 

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author. 
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4.2 Factor Analysis 

Factor analysis serves as a tool for assessing the validity of research. By conducting a 

factor analysis, one derives a set of factors representing linear combinations of variables. These 

factors encapsulate the information contained in the dataset. To perform a factor analysis, it is 

crucial for the variables to exhibit correlation, leading to a non-zero correlation matrix. Two 

essential measures, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) and Bartlett's test, are employed to assess 

the data's suitability for factor analysis. The KMO gauges the variance portion shared among 

variables, ranging from 0 to 1. A value nearing 1 indicates the feasibility of factor analysis. 

Bartlett's test, contrasting the correlation matrix with an identity matrix, determines the 

level of correlation in the data. The closer the correlation matrix resembles the identity matrix, 

the lower the data correlation. If the statistical value is below 0.5, a factor analysis becomes 

viable. Although the indicated KMO of 0.71 in the table is not optimal, it is deemed acceptable 

as it surpasses the 0.5 threshold, allowing for the execution of factor analysis. Considering 

Bartlett's test follows a chi-square distribution, the significance of the p-value is crucial. In this 

instance, the p-value is nearly 0, affirming the feasibility of conducting a factor analysis. 

Table 4 - KMO-Bartlett Test 

Measure Values 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin of Sampling Adequacy 0.714 

Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-square 2279 

df 819 

Sig. 0.000 

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author. 

 

There are various approaches to consider when determining the most suitable number of 

factors for completion of a factor analysis. The initial technique involves visually examining 

eigenvalues by scrutinizing the curvature of the scree plot. This plot depicts the variance against 

the factors, with the notion that a steeper slope indicates greater variance reduction by the 

factors, while a flatter slope suggests decreased explanatory power. Consequently, the number 

of factors before the elbow signifies the requisite count for a precise analysis.   
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The second technique is the Kaiser criterion, wherein only factors possessing an 

eigenvalue equal to or exceeding 1 are retained. The third method, parallel analysis, involves 

comparing the factor matrix of the analysis with a random matrix of equivalent size. The 

implemented function incorporates the parallel method, concurrently generating the scree plot 

and extracting eigenvalues, facilitating a comprehensive comparison of the three methods. The 

function's output recommends considering seven factors. On the scree plot, the y-axis 

represents the eigenvalues. 

Graph 5 - Scree Plot 

 

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author. 

 

As per the Kaiser criterion, an optimal factor counts of five is suggested. However, due 

to concerns about the subjectivity of the Kaiser criterion, a decision was made to consider six 

factors. This choice serves as a compromise between conflicting methods. Additionally, the 

sixth eigenvalue, being extremely close to 1 and touching the separation line on the screen plot, 

played a crucial role in this determination. 
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Having established the number of factors, an exploratory factor analysis was carried out. 

This analysis breaks down the correlation matrix into eigenvalues and assesses the relationships 

between variables based on the chosen number of factors. The oblique factors method was 

employed for the factor analysis, with oblimin specified as the rotation method. This method 

does not enforce the orthogonality criterion between factors, facilitating a more straightforward 

analysis. 

The initial section of the results consists of a loading matrix. The order of factors is not 

sequential due to the rotation. Factors are consistently ranked by the proportion of explained 

variance, which varies with the rotation. The accompanying table delineates the overall 

variance: the six chosen factors elucidate 36% of the total variance. Specifically, the first factor 

contributes 9%, the second factor 8%, the third factor 6%, the fourth factor 5%, the fifth factor 

3%, and the sixth factor 2%. 

Table 6 - Total Variance Explained 

Component 

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sum of Squared Loadings 

Total 
Percentage 

of Variance 

Cumulative 

Percentage 
Total 

Percentage 

of Variance 

Cumulative 

Percentage 

1 6.17 9.75 9.70 6.17 9.75 9.70 

2 2.28 8.06 17.76 2.28 8.06 17.76 

3 1.99 6.93 24.69 1.99 6.93 24.69 

4 1.15 5.27 29.97 1.15 5.27 29.97 

5 1.08 3.42 33.38 1.08 3.42 33.38 

6 0.84 2.69 36.07 0.84 2.69 36.07 

7 0.69           

28 -0.78 0.09 100       

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author. 

 

The table illustrates the rotated components produced through the Oblimin method, 

indicating the loading of items onto various factors. The objective is to discern whether these 

items collectively contribute to a common theme. Initially, the method was applied to all items, 

and subsequently, a repetition was performed excluding items that did not align with the 

appropriate factors. Specifically, BE3, CS1, CS2, and CS3 were consequently excluded from 

the table. In summary, none of the factors adequately captured the value-driven messages using 

a 0.5 cutoff. 
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Table 7 - Rotated Component Matrix 

Variables 1 2 3 4 

BE4 0.89       

BE1 0.82       

BE2 0.78       

BE5 0.65       

BE6 0.56       

DM2   0.95     

DM1   0.79     

DM4   0.59     

DM3   0.56     

DM6   0.56     

CP3     0.86   

CP1     0.70   

CP4     0.70   

CP6     0.61   

CP2     0.59   

CS2       0.82 

CS3       0.69 

CS1       0.69 

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author. 

BE - Brand Engagement, DM - Digital Marketing,  

CP - Consumer Perception, CS - Content Significance 
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4.3 Reliability Analysis 

Reliability analysis serves as a statistical measure of constancy. Consistency, viewed as 

a favourable attribute in hypothesis testing, guarantees minimal error as sample size increases. 

Results exhibit consistency when subjected to the same tests on a larger database, showing 

little to no variation. When interest spans several items, we refer to this as internal consistency 

or reliability. The determination of reliability often involves calculating Cronbach's alpha, 

especially when questions are structured on a Likert scale. Ranging from 0 to 1, Cronbach's 

alpha relies on pairwise correlations among items.  

When formulating items, the aim is to identify the optimal number that effectively 

captures the variable. A Cronbach's alpha of 1 is undesirable, suggesting that items measure 

the same concept. The accepted range is between 0.6 and 0.7, with values exceeding 0.7 

considered desirable. In our study, four Cronbach's alphas were conducted to assess variables 

identified in factor analysis namely, digital marketing, brand engagement, consumer 

perception, and content significance. The analyses prove satisfactory for most variables, as 

Cronbach's alphas consistently exceed 0.7. 

 

Table 8 - Reliability Analysis 

Constructs Items Cronbach’s Alpha 

Digital Marketing 5 0.748 

Brand Engagement 6 0.801 

Consumer Perception 6 0.767 

Content Significance 6 0.767 

Consumer Characteristics 10 0.695 

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author. 
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4.4 Hypothesis Analysis 

The regressions were conducted after data aggregation, utilizing the means of the factors. 

Initially, the regressions incorporated control variables such as gender, age, diploma, wage, 

and social desirability. However, none of these variables exhibited significance in any of the 

regression analyses. Consequently, the regressions were re-run exclusively focusing on the 

construct variables, excluding the control variables. The table presents a concise overview of 

the regression outcomes concerning digital marketing and brand engagement. The p-value for 

digital marketing is less than 0.01, indicating a highly significant relationship between the two 

variables. 

Table 9 - Digital Marketing & Brand Engagement 

H1 Estimate Standard Error t Value P Value 

DM & BE 0.278 0.094 3.100 0.004 

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author. 

 

The table illustrates the examined regression concerning the connection between brand 

engagement and perception. The p-value associated with brand engagement is less than 0.001, 

signifying an exceptionally significant relationship.  

Table 10 - Brand Engagement & Consumer Perception 

H2 Estimate Standard Error t Value P Value 

BE & CP 0.448 0.076 6.157 0.003 

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author. 

 

Concerning the association between digital marketing and perception, the p-value falls 

below the conventional threshold of 0.05, indicating a noteworthy relationship.  
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Table 11 - Digital Marketing & Consumer Perception 

H3 Estimate Standard Error t Value P Value 

DM & CP 0.194 0.089 2.300 0.032 

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author. 

 

The table delineates the outcomes of the regression analysis concerning the feature-

driven messages and consumers' perceptions of the brand. With a p-value exceeding the 0.05 

threshold, the observed relationship lacks statistical significance. 

Table 12 - Feature-driven Messages & Consumer Perception 

H4 Estimate Standard Error t Value P Value 

FDM & CP 0.148 0.087 1.785 0.096 

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author. 

 

Concluding the analysis, the table presents a summary of both the multiple and adjusted 

R-squared values, as well as the residual standard error for each examined relationship. The 

substantial multiple R-squared value associated with brand engagement and consumer 

perception is promising, indicating a considerable percentage of variation in the response 

variable. The minimal difference between the multiple R-squared and adjusted R-squared 

suggests that the sample size was not overly restrictive, affirming a robust fit for the analysis. 

Table 13 - Hypothesis Testing Summary 

Relationship Multiple R-squared Adjusted R-squared Residual Standard Error 

DM & BE 0.066 0.059 1.101 

BE & CP 0.221 0.215 0.941 

DM & CP 0.038 0.030 1.039 

FDM & CP 0.023 0.015 1.047 

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author. 
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The analysis indicated the significance of all relationships except for the connection 

between feature-driven messages impacting consumer perception. The inclusion of content 

significance as a moderating variable was based on inferences drawn from a previous study's 

experiment. The remaining relationships demonstrate considerable significance, particularly 

when assessing the influence of brand engagement on consumers' perceptions of the brand. To 

assess whether brand engagement mediates the relationship between digital marketing and 

consumer perception, the suggested method was employed.  

The regressions conducted confirm the significant relationship between digital marketing 

and perception, establishing that digital marketing influences this relationship. To establish 

mediation, it is essential to nullify the link between digital marketing and perception when 

controlling for the mediator. This analytical process required the incorporation of the mediation 

feature in SPSS. The table illustrates the third step of the method, examining the effects of the 

variable relationship on the link between digital marketing and consumers' perception. The 

third step is validated as the mediator predicts the criteria. 

 

Table 14 - Mediator Analysis 

Mediation Estimate Standard Error t Value P Value 

Digital Marketing 0.081 0.083 1.025 0.348 

Relationship 0.429 0.079 5.700 0.000 

Source - Based on the consumers data collected by author. 
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4.5 Netnography Analysis 

Chanel leads the pack with the highest number of Instagram followers at 59.9 million, 

securing the top position. Louis Vuitton closely follows with 55.4 million, and Gucci holds the 

third position with 52.4 million followers. This suggests a strong presence and engagement for 

these luxury brands on Instagram. The lower-ranked brands, while having significantly fewer 

followers than the top three, still command substantial audiences, with Balenciaga having 14.5 

million followers at the tenth position. This indicates a widespread interest in premium fashion 

across the board. 

On YouTube, the dynamics are different. Louis Vuitton takes the lead with 5.39 million 

subscribers, surpassing Dior, which is in the second position with 3.46 million subscribers. 

Chanel holds the third position with 2.54 million subscribers. Interestingly, the YouTube 

rankings do not perfectly align with the Instagram rankings, suggesting variations in the 

platforms' user demographics or the content strategy employed by these brands on each 

platform. 

Chanel's dominance on Instagram is noteworthy, indicating a strong visual appeal and 

engagement strategy. Gucci, while ranking third on Instagram, takes the lead on YouTube, 

indicating a potentially different content approach that resonates well with YouTube's 

audience. The data suggests that each brand has found a unique way to engage with its audience 

on these platforms. It could be speculated that Instagram is more visual and fashion-focused, 

while YouTube might provide an opportunity for brands to showcase more in-depth content, 

such as behind-the-scenes footage, fashion shows, or interviews. 

The Instagram and YouTube data reflect the diverse strategies employed by premium 

fashion brands to connect with their audience. While Instagram is dominated by visually 

appealing content, YouTube allows for a deeper engagement through longer-form content. 

Brands need to tailor their approach to each platform to maximize their reach and impact. This 

analysis can serve as a foundation for a more in-depth exploration of the content strategies and 

audience engagement techniques employed by each brand on these social media platforms. 
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Table 15 - Brands Ranking 

Brands Instagram Rank YouTube Rank 

1 59.9M Chanel 5.39M Louis Vuitton 

2 55.4M Louis Vuitton 3.46M Dior 

3 52.4M Gucci 2.54M Chanel 

4 45.9M Dior 1.18M Gucci 

5 33.5M Prada 328K Prada 

6 30M Versace 630K Versace 

7 21.3M Fendi 310K Balenciaga 

8 20.1M Burberry 410K Burberry 

9 19M Valentino 197K Fendi 

10 14.5M Balenciaga 158K Valentino 

Source - Based on the digital media data collected by author. 

 

The netnography analysis has been undertaken based on the knowledge and 

understanding of author about the premium brands, digital marketing, and detailed qualitative 

analysis of their Instagram & YouTube channels. Here is the explanation of all the brand 

elements considered for this study, followed by the rationale behind the ranking. 

Effectiveness means how effective is the brand at using social media to connect with 

its target audience, promote its products, and drive sales. Ancestry means how long has the 

brand been around, and how well-known and respected is it. Character means what is the 

brand's personality like? Is it seen as sophisticated, elegant, edgy, or something else. Public 

Figures means does the brand have any high-profile brand ambassadors or other celebrities 

who promote its products. Positioning means how is the brand positioned in the market. Is it 

seen as a top-of-the-line luxury brand or a more affordable luxury brand. Scarcity means how 

exclusive are the brand's products? Are they only available at certain stores or through limited-

edition releases. Public Relations means how well does the brand manage its public relations? 

Does it have a positive reputation in the media. 
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Chanel ranked first on Instagram because it has a strong presence on social media 

platforms, with a large following and high engagement. The brand also produces high-quality 

content that is visually appealing, informative, and engaging. Additionally, Chanel has a long 

and storied history, which gives it a strong reputation and ancestry. Louis Vuitton ranked 

second because it also has a strong presence on social media, with a large following and high 

engagement. The brand's content is also visually appealing, informative, and engaging. 

Additionally, Louis Vuitton is a well-known and respected luxury brand with a long history. 

Gucci ranked third because it has a strong presence on social media, with a large following and 

high engagement. The brand's content is also visually appealing, informative, and engaging. 

Additionally, Gucci is a popular brand among celebrities and influencers. 

Dior ranked fourth because it has a strong presence on social media, with a large 

following and high engagement. The brand's content is also visually appealing, informative, 

and engaging. Additionally, Dior is a well-known and respected luxury brand with a long 

history. Prada ranked fifth because it has a strong presence on social media, with a large 

following and high engagement. The brand's content is also visually appealing, informative, 

and engaging. Additionally, Prada is a well-known and respected luxury brand with a long 

history. The other brands on the list were ranked based on a combination of factors, including 

their social media presence, engagement, content quality, reputation, ancestry, and character. 

 

Table 16 - Brand Elements Analysis 

Brand Effectiveness Ancestry Character 
Public 

Figures 
Positioning Scarcity 

Public 

Relations 
Total 

Louis 

Vuitton 
19 14 14 14 14 10 10 95 

Chanel 18 14 14 14 14 9 9 90 

Gucci 17 13 13 13 13 9 9 85 

Dior 16 12 12 12 12 8 8 80 

Prada 15 11 11 11 11 8 8 75 

Versace 14 11 11 11 11 7 7 70 

Balenciaga 13 10 10 10 10 7 7 65 

Burberry 12 9 9 9 9 6 6 60 

Fendi 11 8 8 8 8 6 6 55 

Valentino 10 8 8 8 8 5 5 50 

Source - Based on the digital media data collected by author. 
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5. Results and Discussion 

5.1 Key Findings 

This thesis sought to examine the impact of digital marketing on brand engagement and 

consumer perceptions of a brand. The analysis extended to exploring the reciprocal influence 

of brand engagement on consumer perceptions and evaluating how the significance of content, 

whether value-driven or feature-driven, mediated the influence of digital marketing on 

consumer perceptions. The study specifically focused on young individuals within the context 

of premium fashion brands. An empirical quantitative study was conducted to investigate the 

relationships among digital marketing, brand engagement, consumer perceptions, and content 

significance. 

The research began with a descriptive analysis of the sample, followed by factor analysis 

and a reliability test using Cronbach’s alpha. After the factor analysis, content significance was 

narrowed down to feature-driven messages, as no factor corresponded to value-driven 

messages. Hypotheses were then tested using regressions to assess the direct relationships 

between variables. All relationships were found to be significant, except for the direct 

relationship between feature-driven messages and consumer perceptions. 

Mediation was subsequently tested and confirmed using a method suggested in previous 

studies. Furthermore, the interaction between digital marketing and feature-driven messages 

was approved after variance analysis. The positive and statistically significant relationship 

between digital marketing and brand engagement supported Hypothesis H1. Additionally, the 

positive and significant relationship between brand engagement and consumer perceptions 

validated Hypothesis H2. The positive and significant relationship between digital marketing 

and consumer perceptions (H3) was also confirmed, indicating a direct impact of digital 

marketing on consumer perceptions. The mediation test supported the idea that brand 

engagement mediates the link between perception and digital marketing. 
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Regarding feature-driven messages, the results indicated their moderating role in the 

relationship between digital marketing and consumer perceptions. In addition to the 

quantitative study, a netnography on YouTube and Instagram provided empirical evidence that 

these social media platforms facilitate the co-construction of brand engagement and allow 

practical assessment of consumer perceptions towards brands and their messages. The 

netnography complemented the survey results, confirming some findings while uncovering 

new insights. 

Notably, the study's approach was distinctive, involving a mix of methods, and soliciting 

responses from a broad spectrum of young individuals in luxury online communities. While 

previous studies on this topic primarily employed qualitative designs, this research 

incorporated quantitative analysis. The established relationships between digital marketing, 

brand engagement, and consumer perceptions were consistent with previous studies, and the 

mediating role of content significance was inferred from recent studies highlighting its impact 

on perception. 
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5.2 Managerial Implications 

This research centres on a specific market segment within a designated region, limiting 

the managerial insights to the confines of this specific area. Although recent studies 

predominantly concentrated on non-Asian, it was imperative to examine the applicability of 

their findings to the Indian context. Despite the emphasis on cultural considerations in 

managerial communication, the study successfully establishes a connection between the three 

primary variables. In terms of content significance, the findings suggest that managers should 

prioritize coherence with brand image and identity over the specific type of content. While 

prior literature advocates for value-driven messages, this study highlights the positive impact 

of feature-driven messages on the correlation between digital marketing and consumer 

perception. 

Furthermore, social media research underscores the potential success of predominantly 

using attribute-based messages. The study also underscores the significant distinctions between 

Instagram and YouTube, indicating that these platforms require distinct approaches due to their 

varying levels of engagement, leading to divergent brand interactions. For conservative 

managers who question the importance of social media, this research convincingly 

demonstrates the tangible link between digital marketing, brand engagement, and consumer 

perception, ultimately resulting in increased purchase behaviour. 

5.3 Research Scope 

Prospective research can concentrate on assessing the impact of content significance, not 

just on consumer perception, but also on brand engagement. This could be achieved through 

either a quantitative investigation or a qualitative approach. Identifying a factor for value-

driven messages becomes crucial, as feature-driven messages may prove less effective in 

moderating consumer perception, aligning with findings in existing literature. To overcome the 

constraints of time, a longitudinal study is recommended for netnography. Notably, this study 

did not explore visual content, yet its inclusion could enhance the overall significance of 

content. Additionally, this research did not delve into reactions to comments, which could serve 

as a valuable source of electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM), along with an examination of how 

brands respond behaviourally to specific comments. 
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6. Conclusion 

The primary objective of this master's thesis was to quantitatively assess the various 

connections between digital marketing, brand engagement, and consumer perception. The 

research design facilitated the synthesis of diverse findings from prior studies in the luxury 

products industry. Despite numerous studies exploring the links between digital marketing and 

consumer perception or brand engagement and consumer perception, none had quantitatively 

integrated these relationships. Furthermore, there was a paucity of research focusing on the 

Asian market.  

The quantitative analysis substantiated the support for the connections among the variables. 

Concerning the variable of content significance, this study positioned it as a moderator in the 

conceptual model. While the analysis only partially explored this variable, the results indicated 

the accuracy of its placement on the diagram. Consequently, future studies should account for 

content significance when examining consumer perceptions of premium brands. As no factor 

was identified for value-driven messages, a recommendation is made to modify the components 

comprising it.  

In addition to understanding the intricate dynamics of digital marketing's impact on 

consumer perceptions, it is essential for companies to adapt their strategies in response to the 

evolving landscape of online communication. As technology continues to advance, the modes 

of interaction between brands and consumers undergo constant transformation. Therefore, 

staying attuned to emerging trends and platforms is crucial for maintaining a competitive edge. 

The advent of artificial intelligence and data analytics has ushered in new possibilities for 

personalized marketing, allowing companies to tailor their messages more precisely to 

individual preferences.  

Moreover, the rise of influencer marketing on social media has altered traditional 

advertising dynamics, emphasizing the importance of authentic connections with consumers. 

Beyond the quantitative aspects explored in this thesis, future research should delve into the 

qualitative dimensions of consumer engagement in the digital era. Examining the emotional 

and experiential aspects of brand-consumer interactions will provide a more comprehensive 

understanding of the multifaceted relationship between digital marketing strategies and 

consumer perceptions in the contemporary business landscape.   
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Further research is warranted to comprehend the impact of digital marketing on consumer 

beliefs and behaviour. Given that companies are universally adopting these technologies 

without a comprehensive understanding of their effects, unravelling the influence of digital 

marketing is imperative. This study affirms that consumer perception is indeed affected, 

consequently influencing purchasing decisions. Furthermore, it emphasizes the need to 

consider the distinctive nature of digital marketing compared to other communication channels. 

The relationships fostered in social media communities are crucial, contributing to the 

dynamics within a brand's community. Hence, companies should invest in comprehending 

these dynamics and the repercussions of their social media communication. 
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Appendix 

1. Name 

2. Gender - (A) Male (B) Female 

3. Age Group - (A) Below 18 Years (B) 19 to 23 Years (C) 24 to 28 Years 

4. Education Qualification - (A) Certification (B) Diploma (C) bachelor’s degree (D) master’s 

degree (E) Doctoral Degree 

5. Income - (A) Below $1000 (B) $1000 to $2000 (C) Above $2000  

Digital Marketing (1 - Strongly Disagree & 5 - Strongly Agree) 

This brand actively engages on social media. 

This brand leverages social media to enhance its identity. 

This brand utilizes social media to communicate its values. 

This brand employs social media for consumer entertainment. 

This brand employs social media for consumer education. 

This brand invests in paid advertising on social media. 

Brand Engagement (1 - Strongly Disagree & 5 - Strongly Agree) 

I sense a commitment to this brand. 

I experience a sense of connection with this brand. 

I have confidence in this brand. 

I am actively engaged with this brand. 

I perceive this brand's active engagement with me. 

I believe this brand communicates transparently with me. 

Consumer Perception (1 - Strongly Disagree & 5 - Strongly Agree) 

I hold favourable sentiments towards this brand. 
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I consider this brand to be well-known. 

I find this brand attractive. 

I believe this brand enjoys a positive reputation. 

I intend to engage with this brand on social media. 

I have a desire to make a purchase from this brand. 

Content Significance (1 - Strongly Disagree & 5 - Strongly Agree) 

This brand emphasizes the product's functionalities in its communication. 

This brand presents arguments about the product's attributes. 

This brand highlights the product's qualities in communication. 

This brand communicates the symbolic value of its products. 

This brand employs arguments concerning the benefits of the product. 

This brand underscores the brand's personality in communication. 

Consumer Characteristics (1 - Strongly Disagree & 5 - Strongly Agree) 

I am always willing to go the extra mile to assist others in need. 

I generally maintain positive feelings towards others. 

I occasionally feel envious of the success enjoyed by others. 

I take responsibility for my actions and wouldn't shift blame onto others. 

Occasionally, I experience frustration when things don't go as planned. 

I've felt the urge to challenge authority, even when aware of its correctness. 

I consistently maintain politeness, even in interactions with disagreeable individuals. 

I am comfortable admitting when I lack knowledge about something. 

I recall pretending to be unwell to avoid certain situations. 

I occasionally feel irritated when others request favours from me. 


